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Introduction
The energy extrema in the band structure of monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) occur at the K and K' points at the hexagonal Brillouin zone boundary.
Broken spatial inversion symmetry and strong spinorbit interactions intraduce valley -contrasting physical properties that enable manipulation of the valley pseudo spin degree of freedom (DoF) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Most notably, electrons and holes residing at the K and K' valleys possess opposite spin, orbital magnetic moment, and Berry curvature [8] . This intrinsic link between the electronic properties and the valley index has led to novel concepts in the burgeoning field of valleytronics. A seminal example in monolayer and bilayerTMDs as well as bilayer graphene is the valley Hall effect, which provides an electrical probe of the valley index [9, 10] .
Due to a sizable bandgap, the valley DoF in TMDs can be conveniently addressed and controlled optically. As with any binary quantum DoF, the valley pseudospin can be modeled as a two-level system and represented using the Bloch sphere shown in figure I(a). Using right-and left-circularly polarized light, photo-excitation of electron-hole pairs (excitons) into the K and 1(' valleys is possible, generating valley polarization. Excitons can also be prepared into a quantum superposition between valleys using linearly polarized excitation, creating valley coherence.An upper limit on the exciton valley coherence time is imposed by its recombination lifetime, which is a few hundred femtoseconds in monolayer TMDs due to the large exciton oscillator strength [11, 12] . Furthermore, electron-hole exchange leads to faster exciton valley decoherence than that imposed by recombination [2, 13, 14] . A natural question arises: can one generate, detect, and manipulate the valley DoF via a different optical transition?
The charged exciton (trion) is a promising alternative to the exciton due to its longer lifetime, robust valley polarization, and coupling to the additional charge [IS] . In molybdenum-based monolayers, the lowestenergy trion resonance is an inter-valley singlet state consisting of an electron-hole pair in one valley and an electron in the lowest conduction band in the other valley with opposite spin as shown in figure l( linearly polarized optical emission has been used to conveniently monitor exciton valley coherence, the same technique is not applicable to trions. Following linearly polarized optical excitation, a coherent superposition of two trion valley configurations is created ( figure l(b) ). Upon electron-hole recombination, one configuration becomes a 0-+ photon and spin-down electron while the other becomes a (1-photon and spinup electron ( figure 1(c) ). In contrast to the exciton, their linear superposition leads to a spin-photon entangled state 10+) 11>+10"-) iT), which cannot be detected as linearly polarized emission due to the orthogonal spin states. For this reason, trion valley coherence has rarely been discussed in the existing literature,leaving a gap in our fundamental understanding of valley quantum dynamics in 2D materials.
Here, we provide a direct measurement of trion valley coherence in monolayer MoSe2 using 2D coherent spectroscopy (2DCS), which is a three-pulse four-wave mixing technique [23] . A pair of optical pulses with opposite helicity resonantly creates a coherent superposition of two trions in opposite valleys. Trion valley coherence is read out by detecting the four -wave mixing signal generated by a time-delayed third optical pulse. We have obtained a complete set of measurements evaluating the trion and exciton valley coherence, interband optical coherence (coherent superposition between the ground and excited states), and recombination dynamics by choosing a variety of different polarization schemes and scanning pulse delays. This comprehensive picture of the coherent quantum dynamics associated with trions in monolayer MoSe2 offers critical guidance for valley pseudospin manipulation.
Experiment methods and sample
Monolayer MoSe2 A microscope image of our MoSe2 sample is shown in figure 2 (a). The sample is obtained by mechanical exfoliation onto an optically transparent sapphire substrate. A micro-photoluminescence intensity spectrum is presented in the right panel of figure 2(a), which is acquired using a linearly polarized pump at 1960 meV (633 nm) with the sample under vacuum at 20 K. Pronounced narrow-linewidth exciton and trion resonances are observed at -1650 meV and~1620 meV, respectively. For the trion we find similar photoluminescence intensity for orthogonal, linearly polarized detection angles (data not shown), Optical2D coherent spectroscopy Optical2DCS isa particularly powerful tool for probing the full coherent valley dynamics of excitons and trions in TMDs 111, 24, 25] . The technique employs a series of 30 fs pulses generated from a mode-locked Ti.sapphire oscillator at an 80 MHz repetition rate and with sufficient bandwidth to excite both the exciton and trion transitions. The laser output is split into four phase-locked pulses (figure 2(b)) using a platform of nested Michelson interferometers, enabling precision stepping of the pulse delays with -1 fs resolution [26] . Three pulses are focused to a~30 J-Lm spot and interact with the monolayer to generate a four-wave mixing signal ES(tl' ti, t3)' The signal field is spectrally resolved in transmission through heterodyne detection with a phase-locked local oscillator derived from the fourth pulse. The fluence of each pulse at the sample is kept below e-I j1,Jcm-Z (-3
x io" excirons cmv-) to remain in the X(3) regime and to minimize Auger-type recombination [27] . The valley coherence dynamics are obtained by recording the signal and scanning the delay ti between the second and third pulses while keeping the delay '\ held fixed (figure 2(c)). The signal field is Fourier transformed with respect to tz to generate a 2D spectrum EsCth nwz, nw3), which correlates the zeroquantum frequencies of the system during the delay tl with the one-quantum {i.e. emission) frequencies of the system during the emission time t3.A zero quantum spectrum provides access to the non-radiative valley coherence and lifetime dynamics of excitons and trions, which is unique but complementary in comparison to the more conventional one-quantum spectrum [ES(nwh tz, nW3) ] that probes interband optical coherence, coherent and incoherent couplings, and many-body states [II, 24, 25, 281. 
Results and discussion
Isolating the individual quantum pathways associated with non-radiative valley coherence and population recombination is possible by selecting the helicityof the excitation pulses and detected signal. We first present valley coherence measurements in which the first and third pulses are left-circularly polarized (a+) and the second pulse and detected signal are right-circularly polarized (a-). The quantum pathways responsible for valley coherence can be understood within the framework of perturbation theory of the XC)) nonlinear response. As illustrated in figure 2(c), the first pulse creates a first-order coherent superposition between the crystal ground state and the trion in the K valley. After a delay tj (set to zero in the present experiments), the second pulse drives the system into a second-order non-radiative coherent superposition of the trion configurations in the K and K' valleys. The trion valley coherence evolves during the delay tz, after which the third pulse converts the valley coherence to a third-order optical coherence in the K' valley, which then radiates as the signal. We note that this particular polarization scheme of the interacting fields is inaccessible in the commonly used pump-probe technique. Using this sequence, we are able to isolate valley coherence among all possible third-order quantum mechanical pathways. The resulting zero-quantum spectrum for crosscircular polarization is shown in figure 3(a) . The spectrum features two resonances at emission energies of -1619 meV and -1649 meV corresponding to the trion valley coherence (T) and exciton valley coherence (X), respectively. Because the transitions in the K and K'valleys are degenerate [5, 6] , the valley pseudospin vector does not precess about the Bloch sphere during t2and instead its magnitude decays exponentially with a valley decoherence rate jv (valley coherence time Tv = fihv). As a result, the resonances in figure 3(a) are at the origin of the zero-quantum axis (nw2) with a half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) equal to I\Lorentzian fits to the lineshapes (figures 3(b) and (c)) reveal a valley coherence time for the trion and exciton of T~= 230 fs b;~2.9 meV) and T~~140 fs b;~4.8 meV), respectively.
The similar order-of-magnitude for the exciton and trion valley coherence times is a surprising result because they have different recombination and valley properties. The large exciton oscillator strength and non-radiative decay processes result in ultrafast recombination with alifetimeT~= 210 fs, placing an upper limit on the exciton valley coherence time. Furthermore, electron-hole exchange accelerates exciton valley decoherence by breaking the two-fold valley degeneracy through the Maialle.-Silva-Sham mechanism [13,141. Likewise, both ultrafast population relaxation and electron-hole exchange lead to rapid exciton valley depolarization from an initial exciton valley polarization of 50% within -350 fs under resonant excitation conditions (see figures 3(d)-(f) and the supplemental information (stacks.iop.orgffDM/4/0251 05/mmedia)). For trions, recombination and valley depolarization are expected to be slower compared to excitons. In the sample studied in this work with a low doping density, our measurements indeed yielded a trion recombination time T r = 4.7 ps, a higher degree of initial valley polarization (-75%), and a subsequent valley depolarization time of -3 ps (see figures 3(d)-(f) and the supplemental information). Slower trion valley depolarization is expected, as we now explain. First, unlike excitons with zero center-of-mass momentum, the inter-valleytrions at the K and K' valleys carry opposite center-of-mass momentum. Second, electron-hole exchange causes valley depolarization via annihilation of an electronhole pair in one valley and creation of another pair in the other valley. This process would correspond to the formation of an intra-valley trion in MoSe2, which has a higher energy. The momentum conservation and energy up-conversion requirements reduce the trion inter-valley scattering rate. -505
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The fact that the trion valley coherence time is nearly an order-of-magnitude shorter than its recombination lifetime and valley depolarization dynamics suggests that trions are more susceptible to pure dephasing from interactions with their local fluctuating environment. We verify this point with additional experiments in which the first delay tl is scanned while the second delay tl is held fixed. The nonlinear signal is Fourier transformed with respect to tl' which produces a onequantum spectrum Es(liwl, tz, nW3) that correlates the excitation and emission energies of the system during the delays tl and t3. The excitation pulses and signal are co-circularly polarized so that we are evaluating interband optical coherence of excitons and trions in one valley. The resulting one-quantum spectrum is shown in figure 4(a) . The diagonal line indicates excitation and emission at the same energy; the two diagonal peaks at -1619 meVand -1649 meV correspond to the nonlinear response associated with the trion and exciton transitions, respectively. The peaks are elongated along the diagonal, which indicates moderate inhomogeneous broadening. The HWHM of the lineshapes along the cross-diagonal direction [29] . shown in figure 4(b) , is approximately equal to the homogeneous linewidth 'Y, which is inversely proportional to the interband optical coherence time T2• We measure for the trion and exciton I'[ = 510fsh T = 1.3 meV) andTi = 470fs ('Y X = 1.4 meV), respectively [11] . In general, theopti- the pure dephasing time that describes optical decoherence from elastic scattering processes that do not affect the population.
These results confirm our expectations: exciton optical decoherence is lifetime limited (T~~2I~), whereas trion optical decoherence is dominated by pure dephasing from its environment (II« IT). This observation supports the view that trion features in the optical properties of doped TMDs may be viewed as coming from exciton dressing by a Fermi sea, with internal quantum fluctuations, rather than a single electron [30.31] . Alternatively. pure dephasing might also arise from scattering of trions from charged surface adsorbates, defects, or impurities in the monolayerTMD and the substrate through the long-range screened Coulomb interaction. In a quasi-2D GaAs quantum well, the screened Coulomb interaction is stronger for the trion compared to the exciton [32] , which is consistent with the presence (absence) of pure dephasing for the trion (exciton) observed here. A summary of the quantum dynamics of excitons, trions, and their associated valley index is provided in table 51. which highlights the key differences between the exciton and trion. From density matrix calculations of the valley dynamics for a simple three-level V-system 1j for the expression for interband optical decoherence is absent in the expression above for valley coherence, since recombination from either valley contributes to valley decoherence. With the assumption that scattering events in the K and K' valleys are uncorrelated, we can express the valley coherence time as (7,r l~( 7i)-1+ 2(T;r l [33, 34] ,i.e.trionvalleycoherence is governed by recombination and pure optical dephasingprocesses. While this simple model doesn't fully capture the exciton valley coherence dynamics due to additional dephasing from the electron-hole exchange interaction, it is entirely compatible with the singlet trion for which inter-valley exchange is suppressed. We find thatT~:=:::T~,T/2, which supports our assertion that pure optical dephasing is the dominant valley decoherence mechanism for the trion.
Conclusions
Based on the new knowledge of the mechanisms governing trion valley decoherence, we suggest several ways to extend the valley coherence time. Our key observation that trion valley decoherence is primarily from pure dephasing arising from interactions with the surrounding environment suggests that the valley coherence time can be enhanced, possibly by lowering the density of carriers. Furthermore, in tra~valley trions A tantalizing hypothesis is that after electron-hole recombination, the residual electron bound to the trion composite quasiparticle could maintain its valley polarization and coherence. This is consistent with the nanosecond long spin coherence time (21, 22] observed in monolayer TMDs and should be tested in future experiments. Finally, adiabatic excitation schemes may be applied to realize valley qubit rotations similar to coherent control experiments performed on electron spins in quantum dots [36, 37] .
